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1. INTRODUCTION
We are working on the use of Reinforcement Learning (RL)[3]

algorithms to design automaticallyreactive situatedagents limited
to only local perceptions. Unfortunately, as good RL algorithms
suffer from combinatorial explosion, their use is generally limited
to simple problems.

As shown on the tile-world example of figure 1, we propose to
overcome these difficulties by making the hypothesis, as in Brook’s
subsumption architecture [1], that a complex problem can be effi-
ciently dealt with if considered as a combination of simple prob-
lems.
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Figure 1: A scene where the global
task is a recombination of sub-task
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Thus, we propose here torecombine behaviorsthat have already
been learned by reinforcement for each simple problem, trying to
be bothadaptiveandscalable.
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This short presentation gives basic ideas on RL algorithms (sec-
tion 2). Then the three steps of our method are presented: how
basic behaviors are learned for each basic motivation (sec. 3), how
the scene is decomposed in key figures to find the basic behaviors
currently involved (sec. 4), and how to combine them into a com-
plex global behavior using learned weights (sec. 5). A few words
are given on the experiments conducted on the tile-world problem
(sec. 6) and precede a conclusion.

2. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
AND LIMITATIONS

Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods are very appealing ways
to have agents learn optimal reactive behaviors, as only a scalar
feedback from the system to the agents is required.

But the convergence of RL algorithms (likeQ-LearningorTD(λ))
has only been proven for Markov Decision Processes (MDP). A
MDP is defined as a〈S,A, T, r〉 tuple,S being a finite set of states
andA a finite set of actions. When the system is in given states,
an actiona being chosen, the probability for the system to end in
states′ is given byT (s, a, s′). After each transition, the environ-
ment generates a rewardr(s, a). The problem is then to find the
optimal mappingπ(s, a) between states and actions so as to max-
imize the reward received over time, usually expressed as a utility
functionQ(s, a) =

∑∞
t=0 γ

t(rt|s0 = s, a0 = a). Such a mapping
is called a policy and, for a MDP, it is well known that an optimal
deterministicpolicy exists.

As our agent only has a partial view of its environment, we abu-
sively make the assumption that the agent faces a Markovian prob-
lem. This weak approximation is partially corrected since the learn-
ing algorithms used look forstochasticpolicies, which are prone to
give better solutions. Nevertheless, the problem of combinatorial
explosion remains, even though the locality of the agent’s percep-
tions helps reducing the size of the state-space.

3. BASIC BEHAVIORS
Each basic behaviorb is linked to a basic motivation, and thus

to a set of types of objects concerned by this motivation. This set
is called atype of configuration CT (b). In a given scene, many
configurations (sets of objects) may have the same type, leading
to many uses of the same basic behavior (in figure 1 are two oc-
curences of the[push tile] behavior).

Moreover, a basic behavior is defined by a stochastic decision
policy learned by reinforcement and the utility of this policy. These
last elements are stored in two tables1:

1Both tables have the same definition setCT (b)×A



• Pb(c, a): the probability to choose actionawhile seeing con-
figurationc, and

• Qb(c, a): the expected discounted reward when choosing ac-
tion a for the configurationc.

4. SCENE DECOMPOSITION
When confronted to a complex situation, an agent has to decom-

pose its observation of the sceneo into “useful” configurations re-
lated to known basic behaviors.

In fact, for each behaviorb ∈ B, the agent will look for all con-
figurationsc related to behaviorb in the observationo (this set is
calledC(b, o)). Scalability derives mainly from the fact that one
basic behavior (resp. configuration) can be associated to more than
one configuration (resp. basic behavior). This is all the more inter-
esting than, due to the locality of perceptions, the number of useful
configurations changes.

In the tile-world scene presented on figure 1, the agent’s percep-
tions concern objectsO1,O2 andO3. With two possible behaviors:
avoiding the holes (ba) associated to(hole) andpushing blocs in
those holes (bp) associated to(hole,tile) , the agent has to take
into account three different(behavior, configuration) pairs:
(ba, {O2}), (bp, {O1, O2}) and(bp, {O3, O2}).

5. BASIC BEHAVIORS COMBINATION
To combine our basic behaviors in a complex one, we propose

to simply compute a new policyP(o, a) as a linear combination of
theP. policies (linked to configurations present in current percep-
tions) weighted by a function of theQ-values. In this paper, we just
present one of the many possible formulas:

P(o, a) =
1

K

∑
b∈B

eζb [
∑

c∈C(b,o)

Wb(c).Pb(c, a)]

Each occurence of a basic behaviorb has a weight proportionnal
to Wb(c) = maxa|Qb(c, a)| (gives importance to policies linked
to negative as to positive reward) andeζb , whereζb is learned by a
gradient ascent to adjust theWb functions2.

6. EXPERIMENTS
The tile-world problem also illustrates our experiments. Thus, to

evaluate the method presented, we had to compare global behav-
iors learned tabula rasa by an agent to global behaviors obtained
by recombination of previously learned basic behaviors (huntand
avoid).

Due to convergence difficulties, we could learn a policy through
a gradient ascent in the[1 tile/1 hole] case only. In the
other situations, only a modified BoltzmannQ-learning gave us
satisfying results, although possibly far from optimum solutions.

These behaviors have to be compared with the results of our
method, for which the two basic behaviors have been learned pre-
viously. These basic behaviors’ recombinations are compared to
the policies learned tabula rasa in table 1, where the weightsζ have
been learned. The use of noisy behaviors in columnc(2) is a sim-
ple way to overcome some blocking situations (see figure 2) and
improve the agent’s efficiency.

The quality of the solutions is very satisfying if you consider
that learning the weights takes less than10000 simulation steps
(that prevents us from having significant graphics) and that the av-
erage reward reached is not far, and sometimes better, than the one
obtained with the classical approach.
2Only one weight for each behavior, regardless of its number of
occurences.

objects reward(for 10000 steps)
#tiles #holes c(1) c(2) tabula rasa

1 1 938 745 1200
2 1 110 444 300
1 2 ∼ 0 90 ∼ 0
2 2 180 277 200

Table 1: Comparative table between policies obtained by re-
combination and tabula rasa

• c(1): simple recombination

• c(2): recombination of more noisy basic behaviors

The same efficiencies of recombined policies were also obtained
when just reusing weights learned in the[1 tile/1 hole]
case for environments with more objects, showing that the scala-
bility of the behaviors’ weights is really satisfying in this problem.
Even if the average reward largely decreases when adding more
tiles, the learned weights can be reused directly.
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Figure 2: [1 tile/2 holes] : the difficulty

7. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS
Further studies and experiments on this subject have been con-

ducted. A part of them are detailed in [2], along with a more com-
plete description of our methodology.
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